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Abstract. Adjoint sensitivity equations are presented, which can be solved aiml~ltaneovsly (i.e., 
forward in time) with the dynamics of a nonlinear neural network. These equations provide 
the foundations for a new methodology which enables the implementation of temporal learning 
algorithms in a highly efficient manner. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The biggest promise of artificial neural networks as computational tools lies in the hope that 
they will ultimately enable complex information processing, comparable in sophistication to 
that carried out by biological systems. It is generally argued that, in order to achieve such 
an ambitious goal, versatile methodologies for “learning” should be available. Early efforts 

in that area have largely focused on the study of schemes for encoding nonlinear mappings 
characterized by time-independent inputs and outputs. The most widely used approach in 
that context has been the error backpropagation algorithm [13], which involves either static 
(i.e., “feedforward” [ll]), or dynamic (i.e., “recurrent” [9]) networks. In a different vein 
[l-3], Barhen, Toomarian, Gulati and Zak have exploited the concepts of adjoint operators 
and terminal attractors to provide a firm mathematical foundation for learning such map- 
pings with dynamical neural networks, while achieving a dramatic reduction in the overall 
computational costs. 

More recently, there has been considerable interest in developing learning algorithms ca- 
pable of modeling time-dependent phenomena [7]. The most general approach, based upon 
principles of non-lipschitzian dynamics [4,15], enables neural networks driven by vanishingly 
small noise to “self-program” in time, i.e., spontaneously to change their structural behav- 

ior by changing the location and nature of their attractors and repellers. This mimics, in a 
phenomenological sense, typical brain activities [5]. 

In a more restricted application domain, attention has focused on learning temporal se- 

quences. The problem can be formulated as the minimization, over an arbitrary but finite 
time interval, of an appropriate error functional. Thus, the gradients of the functional with 
respect to the various parameters of the neural architecture, e.g., synaptic weights, neural 
gains, etc. must be computed. A number of methods have been proposed for carrying out 
this task. Williams and Zipser [14] d iscuss a scheme similar to the well known “forward 
sensitivity” method [6,12], in which the same set of sensitivity equations has to be solved 
again and again for each network parameter of interest. Clearly, this is computationally very 
expensive [2,3,6], and scales poorly to large systems. Pearlmutter [8], on the other hand, 
describes a variational approach which yields a set of equations which can be interpreted as a 
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simple instance of “adjoint sensitivity” theory [6,12]. These equations must be solved back- 
wards in time and involve storage of the state variables from the forward network dynamics, 
which is impractical. Pineda [lo] suggests combining the existence of disparate time scales 
with a heuristic gradient computation. However, the underlying adiabatic assumptions and 
highly “approximate” gradient evaluation technique place severe limits on the applicability 
of his approach. 

In this paper we introduce a rigorous derivation of a novel system of adjoint equations, 
which can be solved simultaneously (i.e., forward in time) with the network dynamics, and 
thereby enable the implementation of temporal learning algorithms in a computationally 
efficient manner. 

2. NON-ADIABATIC LEARNING 

We formalize a neural network as an adaptive dynamical system whose temporal evolution 
is governed by the following set of coupled nonlinear differential equations: 

ti, + Ic” u, = c Trwn s(rm urn) + “In t>o (1) 
m 

where u, represents the mean soma potential of the nth neuron [Q(O) being the steady 
state solution], and T,, denotes the synaptic coupling from the m-th to the n-th neuron. 
The constant K, characterizes the decay of neuron activity. The sigmoidal function g(.) 

modulates the neural response, with gain given by 7,,,; typically, g(7.z) = tanh(7z). The 

time-dependent “source” term, kI,,(t), encodes component-contribution of the k-th target 

temporal pattern kti(t) via the expression 

kI,(i) = 1 kQn(t) - g[m Un(t>l p ifnESx 

0 ifnESHUSy’ 
(2) 

The topographic input, output, and hidden network partitions Sx, Sy and SH, respectively, 
are architectural requirements related to the encoding of mapping-type problems. Details 
are given in [l]. In previous articles [l-2], we have demonstrated that in general, for p = 

(2i + 1)-l and i a positive integer, Eq. (2) in d uces terminal attractor dynamics for static 

patterns, and provides opportunity for learning static phenomena in real-time. 
To proceed formally with the development of a temporal learning algorithm, we consider 

an approach based upon the minimization of a “neuromorphic” energy functional E, given 

by the following expression 

where 
k%(t) - !7[m k%(t)l if n ESxUSy 

if n E SH 
(4) 

Typically, a positive value such as 2 is used for CY. The indices n and k span over all neurons 
in the network and mapping samples respectively. The proposed objective function along 
with the specific form of the source term (2) enforce convergence of every neuron in SX and 

Sy to attractor coordinates corresponding to the time-dependent components of the input- 
output training patterns, thereby prompting the network to learn the underlying invariances. 
Since in our model the internal dynamical parameters of interest are the synaptic strengths 
T,,, of the interconnection topology, the characteristic decay constants tc,,, and the gain 

parameters 7n, a vector of system parameters [3] will be formed as 
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We will assume that elements of J? are, in principle, independent. Furthermore, we will also 
assume that, for a specific choice of parameters, a unique solution of Eq. (1) exists. Hence, 
ti is an implicit function of j5. 

Lyapunov stability requires the energy functional to be monotonically decreasing during 

learning time, 7. This translates into 

Thus, one can always choose, with 9 > 0 

dP, dE 
dr - -dp, 

(6) 

(7) 

Integrating the above dynamical system over the interval [T, T + AT], one obtains, 

P,(T + AT) = pp,(4 - v J T 

(8) 

Equation (8) implies that, in order to update a system parameter p,, one must evaluate the 
gradient of E with respect to p, in the interval [T, T + AT]. Furthermore, using Eq. (3), one 
can write; 

dE J g& = 
dpcl = t dp, J t ~dt+~~$$$t (9) 

k 

Since F is known analytically [viz. Eq. (4)] computation of c?F/aku, and dF/dp, is 
straightforward. Henceforth, we will use the shorthand notation F,k,, and F,, for these 
derivatives. Thus 

F ,kn = - klpYn kjn (10) 

F,, = - c kI’,a-l “j,, k~, 
1 

i&,+,,, (11) 
k 

where kjn represents the derivative of gn with respect to k~,, and 6 denotes the Kronecker 
symbol. 

The quantity that needs to be determined is the vector kii,,, . Differentiating the activation 
dynamics, Eq. (l), with respect to p,, we obtain a set of equations to be referred to as 
“forward sensitivity equations”: 

k. un,,., + C, kAm Icum,I, = kSn,p t > 0 
-0 t=o (12) 

U fJ,P - 

in which 

a k~n 
+ a ku, &arn - G, k&n y,n 1 

‘A,,, = - krl, 6,, - 7m “cm T,, (13) 

Since the initial conditions of the activation dynamics, Eq.(l), are excluded from the system 
parameter vector p, the initial conditions of the forward sensitivity equations will be taken 
as zero. Computation of the gradients in Eq. (7) using the forward sensitivity scheme would 
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require solving Eq. (12) repeatedly, since the source term is explicitly depends on p,. This 
is undesirable. 

An alternative way, however, exists. It is based upon the concept of adjoint operators, 
which eliminates the need for explicit appearance of kii,ti in Eq. (9). The vector of adjoint 
functions, V, contains all the information required for computing all the “sensitivities”, 

dEl&, . The necessary and sufficient conditions for constructing adjoint equations are 
discussed elsewhere [3,6,12]. It can be shown that the adjoint system pertaining to the 
forward system of equations (12) can be formally written as 

-kti,, + c kA;,,, kv,,, = kS; t> 0 (15) 
m 

In order to specify Eq. (15) in closed mathematical form, we must define the source term 
kS* and the time-boundary conditions for the system. Both should be independent of p, and n 
its derivatives. Multiplying the forward sensitivity equations by V and the adjoint system 

by %, subtracting the two equations and integrating over the time interval (to, tf) yields: 

(v %,p >t, - (fi kii,p )to = J t; [(c kS,p ) - ( kti,p ks*)Idt (16) 

By identifying kSi with dF/d k~,, selecting the final time condition ti(t = tj) = 0, and 
incorporating the initial condition of Eq. (12) into Eq. (16), we obtain: 

J tf dF Qp & = 

J 

tf 

t, akii 
v”$’ dt ,P 

to 
(17) 

This paradigm requires that the neural activation dynamics, Eq. (l), be solved first [for- 
ward in time, i.e., from t, to tf], followed by the adjoint system [integrated backwards in 
time]. The principal advantage of adjoint methods is the dramatic reduction in computa- 
tional costs (e.g., at least O(N2) f or an N-neuron network in the adiabatic approximation 
[3]). For temporal learning, however, a major drawback to date has resided with the necessity 
to store quantities such as “A, k,?* and kS,P at each time step. 

Is it possible to overcome these rather severe limitations? We notice that the adjoint 
system [viz. Eq. (15)] ’ 1’ IS znear in the variables V. Therefore, it is posible to obtain identical 
contributions to Eq. (9) with an alternative choice for adjoint source and time-boundary 
conditions. Indeed, let us choose: 

kS*=g&-vS(t-t,) 

qt = 0) = 0 
(18) 

Then, in Eq. (9) 

J EkU & = 

t dkii lP J kg* kC,,dt + [v “u,,]t=tj 
t 

Taking into consideration Eq. (16) we see that 

(19) 

where V is the solution of the adjoint system [viz. Eqs. (15) and (IS)]. In contradistinction to 
previous approaches, however, this system is now integrated forward in time, concomittantly 
with the neural activation dynamics. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

A new methodology has been developed which enables the implementation of temporal 
learning algorithms in a highly efficient manner. Specifically, it combines the advantage 
of dramatic reductions in computational complexity inherent in adjoint methods with the 
ability to solve the equations forward in time. Not only is a large amount of computation 
and storage saved, but the handling of real-time applications also becomes possible. Finally, 
no limiting assumptions such as the adiabatic approximation are involved. 
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